A review of biocompatibility in hernia repair; considerations in vitro and in vivo for selecting the most appropriate repair material.
Repair of hernia typically makes use of a prosthetic material; synthetic or biologic in nature. Any material which enters the body is subject to interrogation by the inflammation and immune system in addition to numerous other cell families, the outcome of which ultimately determines the success of the repair. In this review, we discuss the fundamental biology which occurs in situ when a biomaterial associates with a tissue, compare and contrast the techniques available to predict this in vitro, and review how features of hernia repair materials specifically may manipulate tissue interrogation and integration. Finally, we conclude our article by examining how biocompatibility impacts surgical practise and how a better understanding of the manner by which materials and tissues interact could benefit hernia repair. A review of the literature was conducted using appropriate scientific search engines in addition to inclusion of findings from the groups' primary research. Using pre-clinical assays to anticipate the biocompatibility of a medical device is critical; however, to maximise the scientific power of in vitro findings, we must carefully consider the in vivo niche of the cells with which we are working. Excessive in vitro culture or contact to non-self materials can add compounding complexity to studies involving leucocytes for instance; therefore, we must ensure careful and stringent assay design when developing techniques for assaying pre-clinical biocompatibility. Furthermore, many of the features associated with hernia repair material design specifically, included to enhance their mechanical or biodegradation characteristics, are inadvertently instructive to cells, and therefore, throughout the prototype stages of a materials development, regular biocompatibility assessment must be performed. The biocompatibility of a material is rate limiting in its ability to function as a medical device. The future of hernia repair materials will rely on close cohesion between the surgical and scientific communities to ensure the most robust biocompatibility assessment techniques, and models are utilised to predict the efficacy of a given material in a particular surgical application.